Ethical Leadership

Online Portfolio Page & Capstone Event
The Capstone

Next week!

Thursday evening, 25 April, from 6:00pm--7:30pm

Required: Polished online portfolio, Dressed for success, Etiquette

Recommended: Family & loved ones

Optional: Extra credit, Elevator pitch
Ethical Leadership Portfolio Page

- Your personal vision, mission, and core values.
- Reflection on how you currently use ethics (at SPCHS, SPC, at work, volunteering, etc.).
- A profile of an ethical leader you admire (past or present, famous or not famous).
- Information about the ethical considerations involved with your future field of work and a reflection. Be sure to find an example of a Code of Ethics for your field, cite it, and refer directly to its tenets.
Important

- 600-900 words total on the page is a good target.
- Include links, icons, images, etc.
- Include photos if you have them, and add captions.
Code of Ethics

A code of ethics is a set of principles of conduct within an organization that guide decision making and behavior.

The purpose of the code is to provide members and other interested persons with guidelines for making ethical choices in the conduct of their work.

Professional integrity is the cornerstone of many employees' credibility.

Members of an organization adopt a code of ethics to share a dedication to ethical behavior and adopt this code to declare the organization's principles and standards of practice. (uslegal.com)
Code of Ethics, Ctd.

- Government, professional organizations, companies, communities, etc.
- Example: Teacher Code of Ethics--
  
  *National Education Association
  
  *FL DOE & US DOE
  
  *Individual schools, including SPC

- Other specifics: Special needs education, adult education, online education, etc.
Extra Credit Assignment

Deliverable: Ethical Leader Presentation

- A dynamic, creative, and well-developed presentation about an ethical leader (living or deceased) who has inspired you in some way
- Slideshow, PowerPoint, video, Prezi, etc.
- Two + excellent sources, cited responsibly
- Posted on the "Ethical Leadership" portfolio page
Extra Credit Assignment Ctd.

Due: At Capstone

Value: Grade rounded up
What If?

I can’t make it to the Capstone Event?
I need to be late to the Capstone Event?
I forget to come to the Capstone Event?